
CHAPTER 5 

IMPLEMENTATION AND TESTING

5.1 Implementation

This  project  uses  the  Arduino  IDE  application  to  compile  and  upload

program.

1. Callback function is used to receive data sent by Node-RED and execute

it.  The  data  sent  by  Node-Red is  filled  into  a  variable  named  payload which

contains  two digit  numbers.  The first  digit  (payload [0])  is  a  device  index in

Domoticz. The second digit (payload [1]) is an identification to turn on or turn off

a device.

1. void callback(char* topic, byte* payload, unsigned int length) 
2. {
3.   Serial.print(topic);
4.   Serial.print(" ");
5.   for (int i=0;i<length;i++) {
6.     Serial.print((char)payload[i]);
7.   }
8.   Serial.println();
9.   if (payload[0] == '1' && payload[1] == '1') {
10.     digitalWrite(kipas, HIGH);
11.     statuskipas = 1;
12.     delay(500);
13.   }
14.   if (payload[0] == '1' && payload[1] == '0') {
15.     digitalWrite(kipas, LOW);
16.     statuskipas = 0;
17.   }
18.   if (payload[0] == '9' && payload[1] == '1') {
19.     digitalWrite(lampu, HIGH);
20.     statuslampu = 1;
21.   }
22.   if (payload[0] == '9' && payload[1] == '0') {
23.     digitalWrite(lampu, LOW);
24.     statuslampu= 0;
25.   }
26. }
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2.  The  function  below  to  connect  Arduino  to  MQTT.  If  successfully

connected to MQTT, Arduino subscribes to the topic "Fan" and "Lights" sent by

Node-RED. If it fails to connect to MQTT, Arduino will try to reconnect every 5

seconds.

27. void reconnect() {
28.   while (!client.connected()) {
29.     Serial.print("Attempting MQTT connection...");
30.     if (client.connect("arduinoClient")) {
31.       Serial.println("connected");
32.       client.subscribe("Fan");
33.       client.subscribe("Lights");
34.     } else {
35.       Serial.print("failed, rc=");
36.       Serial.print(client.state());
37.       Serial.println(" try again in 5 seconds");
38.       delay(5000);
39.     }
40.   }
41. }

3. Function below to detect the power supply that is being used and to

publish it to Domoticz. This detection is done by reading the value of the electric

current digitally, value1 is the result of detection of the main power supply and

value2 is  the result  of  detection  of  the backup power  supply. If  value1 == 1,

Arduino  publishes  the  message  to  Domoticz  with  the  topic  domoticz  /  in  to

changes the power supply status displayed on Domoticz to "Main". Whereas if

value1 != 1, Arduino publishes a message to Domoticz with the topic domoticz /

in to changes the status of the power supply displayed on Domoticz to "Backup".

42. void sumberListrik() {
43.   value1 = digitalRead(deteksi1);
44.   value2 = digitalRead(deteksi2);
45.   if(value1==1) {
46.     client.publish("domoticz/in","{\"idx\":7,\"nvalue\":1

,\"svalue\":\"Utama\" }");
47.   } else {
48.     client.publish("domoticz/in","{\"idx\":7,\"nvalue\":2

,\"svalue\":\"Cadangan\" }");
49.   }
50. }
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4. Function below to make sure the lights has been successfully turned on

or failed. When the lights is turned on and the value read by the LDR sensor is

more  than  50,  then  Arduino  publishes  a  message  to  Domoticz  with  the  topic

domoticz / in to notify that the lamp is successfully turned on and if not the lamp

has failed to turn on or damaged.

51. void statusLampu() {
52.   Serial.print(statuslampu);
53.   Serial.print(", ");
54.   ldrvalue = analogRead(ldrsensor);
55.   Serial.println(ldrvalue);
56.   if(statuslampu==1 && ldrvalue>50) {
57.     client.publish("domoticz/in","{\"idx\":10,\"nvalue\":

0,\"svalue\":\"Sukses Dinyalakan\" }");
58.   }
59.    else if(statuslampu==1 && ldrvalue==0) {
60.     client.publish("domoticz/in","{\"idx\":10,\"nvalue\":

0,\"svalue\":\"Lampu Rusak\" }");
61.   }
62.   if(statuslampu==0) {
63.     client.publish("domoticz/in","{\"idx\":10,\"nvalue\":

0,\"svalue\":\"--\" }");
64.   }
65. }

5. Function below to make sure the fan is successfully turned on or failed.

When the fan is turned on, the sensor speed (sensor lm393) reads the number of

fan rotation per minute (rpm). If the rpm value is more than 0, then the fan is

successfully turned on, if the rpm is 0 then the fan fails or is broken, then publish

the notification to Domoticz. If the fan is turned off rpm is returned to 0.

66. void statusKipas() {
67.   currentstate = digitalRead(dataIN);
68.   if( prevstate != currentstate) 
69.    {
70.      if( currentstate == HIGH ) 
71.        {
72.          duration = ( micros() - prevmillis ); 
73.          rpm = (60000000/duration); 
74.          prevmillis = micros(); 
75.        }
76.    }
77.   prevstate = currentstate; 
78.   Serial.println(rpm); 
79.   delay(500); 
80.
81.   if(statuskipas==1 && rpm>0) {
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82.     client.publish("domoticz/in","{\"idx\":8,\"nvalue\":0
,\"svalue\":\"Sukses Dinyalakan\" }");

83.   }
84.   else if(statuskipas==1 && rpm==0) {
85.     client.publish("domoticz/in","{\"idx\":8,\"nvalue\":0

,\"svalue\":\"Kipas Rusak\" }");
86.   }
87.   if(statuskipas==0) {
88.     client.publish("domoticz/in","{\"idx\":8,\"nvalue\":0

,\"svalue\":\"--\" }");
89.     rpm = 0;
90.    }
91. }

5.2 Testing

First, the Arduino program will run to connect to Mosquitto as an MQTT

broker.  After  successfully  connected,  Arduino  is  ready  to  subscribe  topic

published  by  Node-Red  and  ready  to  publish  messages  to  Domoticz.  In  the

subscribe section, arduino receives commands to control lights and fans, and in

the publish section, arduino sends the status of lights, fans, and power supply that

is being used.

To simulate a UPS system, this project uses a terminal block as a tool to

cut off the current from the main power supply.

Illustration 5.1: Terminal Block to Simulate UPS System
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From the picture above, there are two switches that are used for the current

of the main power supply and backup power supply. Number 1 for the main power

supply  current  and  number  2  for  the  backup  power  suppy  current.  In  this

condition, the switch number 1 is on, which means pin 4 produces a digital value

‘1’, then arduino publishes the status to Domoticz that the main power supply is

being used.

But, if the switch number 1 is off, it means pin 4 produces a digital value

‘0’, then arduino publishes the status to Domoticz that the backup power supply is

being used.

Illustration 5.2: Power Supply Status (Main)

Illustration 5.3: Power Supply Status (Backup)
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In the design of the house lights and fan controllers, the user gives the

lights and fan command through Domoticz to turn it on or off. There is an icon

that indicates a device is turned on or off by the user. When a device is turned on,

the color of the device icon will be lighter, and when turned off will be darker.

Users can also know from Domoticz the status that the lights and fan have

been successfully turned on or failed to turn on. 

Illustration 5.4: Lights and Fan icons when it’s turn off

Illustration 5.5: Lights and Fan icons when it’s turn on

Illustration 5.6: Light and Fan Status Successfully Turn On

Illustration 5.7: Light and Fan Status Failed Turn On
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